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Abstract. We propose Oblivious Attribute Certificates (OACerts), an attribute
certificate scheme in which a certificate holder can select which attributes to use
and how to use them. In particular, a user can use attribute values stored in an
OACert obliviously, i.e., the user obtains a service if and only if the attribute
values satisfy the policy of the service provider, yet the service provider learns
nothing about these attribute values. This way, the service provider’s access con-
trol policy is enforced in an oblivious fashion.
To enable the oblivious access control using OACerts, we propose a new cryp-
tographic primitive called Oblivious Commitment-Based Envelope (OCBE). In
an OCBE scheme, Bob has an attribute value committed to Alice and Alice runs
a protocol with Bob to send an envelope (encrypted message) to Bob such that:
(1) Bob can open the envelope if and only if his committed attribute value sat-
isfies a predicate chosen by Alice, (2) Alice learns nothing about Bob’s attribute
value. We develop provably secure and efficient OCBE protocols for the Pedersen
commitment scheme and predicates such as=,≥,≤, >, <, 6= as well as logical
combinations of them.

1 Introduction

In Trust Management and certificate-based access control Systems [3, 40, 19, 11, 34,
33], access control decisions are based on attributes of requesters, which are estab-
lished by digitally signed certificates. Each certificate associates a public key with the
key holder’s identity and/or attributes such as employer, group membership, credit card
information, birth-date, citizenship, and so on. Because these certificates are digitally
signed, they can serve to introduce strangers to one another without online contact with
the attribute authorities. Privacy is an important concern in the use of Internet and web
services. When the attribute information in a certificate is sensitive, the certificate holder
may want to disclose only the information that is absolutely necessary to obtain ser-
vices. Consider the following example.

Example 1.A senior citizen Bob requests from a service provider Alice a document
that can be accessed freely by senior citizens. Bob wants to use his digital driver license
to prove that he is entitled to free access. Bob’s digital driver license certificate has
fields for an identification number, expiration date, name, address, birth-date, and so
on; and Bob would like to reveal as little information as possible.

In the above example, it might seem that Bob needs to reveal at least the fact that
he is a senior citizen, i.e., his birth-date is before a certain date. However, even this



seemingly minimal amount of information disclosure can be avoided. Suppose that the
document is encrypted under a key and the encrypted document is freely available to
everyone. Further suppose a protocol exists such that after the protocol is executed
between Alice and Bob, Bob obtains the key if and only if the birth-date in his driver
license is before a certain date and Alice learns nothing about Bob’s birth-date. Under
these conditions, Alice can perform access control based on Bob’s attribute values while
being oblivious about Bob’s attribute information.

We call thisoblivious access control, because Alice’s access control policies for
her resources are enforced without Alice learning any information about Bob’s certified
attribute values, not even whether Bob satisfies her policy or not. To enable such obliv-
ious access control, we propose Oblivious Attribute Certificates (OACerts), a scheme
for using certificates to document sensitive attributes. The basic idea of OACerts is
quite simple. Instead of storing attribute values directly in the certificates, a certificate
authority (CA) stores the cryptographic commitments [38, 23, 12, 16] of these values
in the certificates. Using OACerts, a user can selectwhich attributes to use as well as
how to use them. An attribute value in an OACert can be used in several ways: (1) by
opening a commitment and revealing the attribute value, (2) by using zero-knowledge
proof protocols [13, 36, 18, 5] to prove that the attribute value satisfies a condition with-
out revealing other information, and (3) by running a protocol so that the user obtains
a message only when the attribute value satisfies a condition, without revealing any
information about the attribute value. The idea of storing cryptographic commitments
of attribute values in certificates was used in anonymous credentials [10, 7, 35, 9, 8];
however, we are not aware of prior work on the oblivious usage of such attribute values.

In Example 1, suppose that the driver-license certificate that Bob has is an OACert.
With attribute values committed rather than stored in the clear in her certificates, Bob
can send his certificate to Alice without revealing his birth-date or any other attribute
information. Using zero-knowledge proof protocols [13, 36, 18, 5], Bob can prove to
Alice that his committed birth-date is before a certain date without revealing any other
information. However, our goal is that Alice should learn nothing about Bob’s birth-
date, not even whether Bob is a senior citizen or not. To enable oblivious access control,
we need to solve the following two-party Secure Function Evaluation (SFE) problem:

Problem 1.Let commit be a commitment algorithm, letParams be public parameters
for commit, andPred be a public predicate. Leta be a private number (Bob’s attribute
value),c = commitParams(a, r) be a commitment ofa under the parametersParams
with a random numberr, andM be a private message (Alice wants Bob to seeM if
and only ifa satisfiesPred). Alice and Bob jointly compute a familyF of functions,
parameterized bycommit andPred. Both parties havecommit, Pred, Params, andc.
Alice has private inputM . Bob has private inputa andr. The functionF is defined as
follows.

F [commit,Pred]Alice(Params, c, M, a, r) = 0
F [commit,Pred]Bob(Params, c, M, a, r)

= {M if c = commitParams(a, r) ∧ Pred(a) = true;
0 otherwise.



whereF [commit,Pred]Alice represents Alice’s output,F [commit,Pred]Bob represents
Bob’s output. In other words, our goal is that Alice learns nothing and Bob learnsM
only when his committed attribute value satisfies the predicatePred.

The preceding problem can be solved using general solutions to two-party SFE [45,
26, 25]; however, the general solutions are inefficient, as commitment verification is
done within the SFE. We propose an Oblivious Commitment Based Envelope (OCBE)
scheme that solves the above two-party SFE problem efficiently. Formal definition of
OCBE will be given in Section 4. Informally, an OCBE scheme enables a sender Alice
to send an envelope (encrypted message) to a receiver Bob, such that Bob can open the
envelope if and only if his committed value satisfies the predicate. An OCBE scheme
is obliviousif at the end of the protocol the sender cannot learn any information about
the receiver’s committed value. An OCBE scheme issecure against the receiverif a
receiver whose committed value does not satisfy the predicate cannot open the envelope.

We develop efficient OCBE protocols for the Pedersen commitment scheme [38]
and six kinds of comparison predicates:=, 6=, <, >,≤,≥, as well as conjunctions and
disjunctions of multiple predicates. These predicates seem to be the most useful ones
for testing attribute values in access control policies. We present a protocol (called EQ-
OCBE) for equality predicates and a protocol (called GE-OCBE) for greater-than-or-
equal-to predicates and prove that these protocols are provably secure in the Random
Oracle Model [2]. These protocols use cryptography hash functions to efficiently de-
rive symmetric encryption keys from a shared secret, and random oracles are used to
model such usage of hash functions. We also show that it is easy to construct OCBE
protocols for other comparison predicates using variants of EQ-OCBE, GE-OCBE. The
contributions of this paper are as follows.

– We introduce the notion of OACerts and OCBE, which together enable oblivious
access control. OACerts and OCBE may be of interests in other applications as
well.

– We present efficient and provably secure OCBE protocols for the Pedersen com-
mitment scheme [38] and several kinds of comparison predicates.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work.
Section 3 presents the architecture and application of OACerts. Section 4 gives a formal
definition of OCBE. Section 5 reviews the Pedersen commitment scheme. Section 6
presents several efficient and provably secure OCBE protocols. Section 7 concludes
our paper. Appendix A describes our implementation and performance measurements.

2 Related Work

Recent works on using cryptographic protocols for certificate-based access control in-
clude Hidden Credentials [28, 6, 22], Secret Handshakes [1], and Oblivious Signature
Based Envelope [31]. Using any of these schemes, the service provider Alice could
send an encrypted message to a client Bob such that Bob can decrypt if and only if
he has certificates whose contents are the same as those identified by Alice’s policy;
at the same time, Alice does not know whether Bob has those certificates or not. (In
Secret handshakes [1], Alice computes a key such that Bob can compute if and only if



Bob has the required certificate.) These schemes can implement oblivious access con-
trol when Alice’s policies have very specific forms. In Example 1, if Alice’s policy is
that Bob’s birth-date is April 1st, 1974, then oblivious access control can be achieved
using these existing schemes, as Alice could identify the contents of the certificates that
would enable Bob to satisfy her policy. However, for the policy in Example 1 (birth-date
in a certain range) where many possible attribute values would satisfy a policy, these
schemes do not work well.

Our work is also closely related to anonymous credentials [10, 7, 35, 9, 8]. In-
deed, the ideas of storing commitments of attribute values in certificates and using
zero-knowledge proofs to prove properties of these values appeared in the literature
on anonymous credentials, e.g. [7]. These schemes differ from OACerts in that they
provide orthogonal privacy protections. None of the existing anonymous credential
schemes enables oblivious access control as the verifier learns whether the prover sat-
isfies her policy or not. On the other hand, anonymous credentials enable Bob to use
a credential anonymously, i.e., Alice and other service providers cannot link together
transactions in which Bob’s credential is used. For such protection to make sense,
anonymous communication channels are required. The OACerts scheme does not pro-
vide anonymity protection and therefore does not require anonymous communication
channels. Furthermore, anonymous credential schemes tend to involve protocols dra-
matically different from existing public-key infrastructure standards. It is not clear how
credential distribution and revocation are to be handled in these systems. On the other
hand, the OACerts scheme is compatible with existing standards, such as X.509 [29].

Crescenzo et al. [15] introduced a variant of oblivious transfer called Conditional
Oblivious Transfer (Conditional OT), in which Alice and Bob each has a private input
and shares with each other a public predicate that is evaluated over the private inputs.
In the conditional OT of a bitb from Alice to Bob, Bob receives the bit only when
the predicate holds; furthermore, Alice learns nothing about Bob’s private input or the
output of the predicate. Crescenzo et al. [15] developed an efficient protocol for a special
case of Conditional OT where the predicate is greater-than-or-equal-to. OCBE can be
viewed as another special case of the Conditional OT problem; in which Alice has
no private inputs, the commitmentc of Bob’s private inputa is made public, and the
public predicate for this Conditional OT is a conjunction of two conditions: (1) Bob’s
private inputa must be the value he committed inc, and (2) Bob’s private inputa
must also satisfy a predicate (e.g., greater-than-or-equal-to some value). The additional
requirement of (1) makes OCBE quite different from Conditional OT for greater-than-
or-equal-to predicate; therefore, the solution in [15] cannot apply to OCBE.

Crépeau [14] introduced the notion of Committed Oblivious Transfer (COT). In
COT, Alice commits two bits:a0 anda1, and Bob commits a bitb. All three commit-
ted values are public knowledge. The goal of COT is enable Bob to learnab without
learning anything else, while Alice learns nothing. Garay et al. [24] gave an efficient
construction of COT in the universal composability framework. OCBE differs from
COT in that Bob’s input in OCBE is an integer whereas Bob’s input in COT is a sin-
gle bit. Furthermore, because the predicate in OCBE could be arbitrary, results in COT
cannot apply directly to our OCBE protocol.



Our work is related to zero-knowledge proof protocols [13, 36, 18, 5] that prove a
committed value satisfies some property. Our GE-OCBE protocol has similarities with
the range proof protocol in [36, 18], which proves that a committed value lies within
a range. Also, the details of our GE-OCBE protocol are reminiscent of the techniques
used in the oblivious transfer protocols [37, 41] and the comparison method for million-
aires [21].

3 Architecture and Applications of OACerts and OCBE

In this section, we present the architecture of OACerts and OCBE and outline their
applications.

Architecture There are three kinds of parties in the OACerts scheme: certificate au-
thorities (CA’s), certificate holders, and service providers. A CA issues OACerts for
certificate holders. Each CA and each certificate holder has a unique public-private key
pair. A service provider, when providing services to a certificate holder, performs access
control based on the attributes of the certificate holder, as certified in OACerts.

An OACert is a digitally signed assertion about the certificate holder by a CA. Each
OACert contains one or more attributes. We useattr1, . . . , attrm to denote them at-
tribute names in an OACert, andv1, . . . , vm to denote the correspondingm attribute
values. Letci = commitParams(vi, ri) be the commitment of attribute valuevi for
1 ≤ i ≤ m with ri being the secret random number. The attribute part of the certificate
consists of a list ofm entries, each entry is a tuple〈attri, ci〉. When the commitment
scheme used is secure, the certificate itself does not leak any information about the sen-
sitive attributes. Thus, an OACert’s content can be made public. A certificate holder can
show his OACerts to others without worrying about the secrecy of his attributes.

OACerts can be implemented on existing public-key infrastructure standards, such
as X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate [4, 29] and X.509 Attribute Certificate
[20]. The commitments can be stored in X.509v3 extension fields, in which case a
certificate includes also the following fields: serial number, validity period, issuer name,
user name, certificate holder’s public key, and so on. The distribution and revocation of
OACerts can be handled using existing infrastructure and techniques. See Appendix A
for our implementation and performance measurements of OAcerts.

There are four basic protocols in the OACerts scheme:

– CA-Setup: A CA picks a signature schemeSig with a public-private key pair
(KCA,K−1

CA), and a commitment schemecommit with public parametersParams.
The public parameters of the CA are{Sig,KCA, commit,Params}.

– Issue Certificate: A CA uses this protocol to issue an OACert to a user. A
user Bob generates a public-private key pair(KB ,K−1

B ) and sends to the CA
a certificate request that includes his public keyKB and attributes information
(attr1, v1), . . . , (attrm, vm), and is signed byK−1

B . After the CA verifies the cor-
rectness ofv1, . . . , vm (most likely using off-line methods), it issues an OACert for
Bob. In this process, the CA computesci = commitParams(vi, ri) and sends the
certificate along with the secretsr1, . . . , rm to Bob. Bob stores the certificate and
stores the values(v1, r1), . . . , (vm, rm) together with his private keyK−1

B . The



role of the CA here is similar to the role of a CA in the traditional Public Key
Infrastructure.

– Alice-Bob initialization: Bob, a certificate holder, establishes a secure communi-
cation channel with Alice, a service provider, and at the same time proves to Alice
the ownership of an OACert. In this protocol, Alice checks the signature and the va-
lidity period of the certificate, then verifies that the certificate has not been revoked
(using, e.g., standard techniques in [29]). Alice also verifies that Bob possesses
the private key corresponding toKB in the OACert. All these can be done using
standard protocols such as TLS/SSL [39].
Bob then requests the decryption key for an encrypted document, and Alice sends
Bob her policy.

– Alice-Bob Interaction: Alice and Bob runs an interactive protocol so that in the
end Bob obtains the decryption key if and only if his committed attribute satisfies
Alice’s policy.

Applications of OACertsIn addition to enabling oblivious access control, OACerts and
OCBE can also be used to break policy cycles (see [31] for definition) in automated
trust negotiation [43, 42, 44, 46]. Consider the following scenario where Alice and Bob
want to exchange their salary certificates. Alice’s policy says that she can show her
salary certificate only to those whose salary is great than $100k. Similarly, Bob will
reveal his certificate only to other who earns more than $80k a year. Using current trust
negotiation techniques, neither Alice nor Bob is willing to present her/his certificate
first. The technique developed in [31] does not work well here neither, because the
salary requirement in the policies is a range, not a specific value. Such problems can be
solved using OACerts and OCBE.

4 Definition of Oblivious Commitment-Based Envelope (OCBE)

We now give a formal definition of OCBE. While the definition follows the usage sce-
nario described in Section 3 in general, it abstracts away some of the details in the
scenario that have been solved using OACerts and focuses on the parts that still need to
solved by the OCBE protocol.

Definition 1 (OCBE). An Oblivious Commitment-Based Envelope (OCBE) scheme is
parameterized by a commitment schemecommit. It involves a senderS, a receiverR,
and a trustedCA, and has the following phases:

CA-Setup CA takes a security parametert and outputs the following: the public para-
metersParams for commit, a setV of possible values, and a setP of predicates.
Each predicate inP maps an element inV to eithertrue or false. The domain of
commit[Params] containsV as a subset.

CA-Commit R chooses a valuea ∈ V (R’s attribute value) and sends toCA. CA picks
a random numberr and computes the commitmentc = commitParams(a, r). CA
givesc andr to R, andc to S.
Recall that in the actual usage scenario,CA does not directly communicate withR.
Instead,CA stores the commitmentc in R’s OACert certificate. The certificate is



then sent byR to S, enablingS to havec as if it is sent fromCA. Here we abstract
these steps away to haveCA sendingc to S. We stress thatCA doesnot participate
in the interactions betweenS andR.

Initialization S chooses a messageM ∈ {0, 1}∗. S and R agree1 on a predicate
Pred ∈ P.
Now S hasPred, c, andM . R hasPred, c, a, andr.

Interaction S andR run an interactive protocol, during which an envelope containing
an encryption ofM is delivered fromS to R.

Open After the interaction phase, ifPred(a) is true, R outputs the messageM ; other-
wise,R does nothing.

Observe that the receiverR’s attributed valuea is committed by a trustedCA. This
is natural (and necessary) in our intended usage scenarios for OCBE.

4.1 Basic Cryptographic Assumptions

We say that a functionf is negligiblein the security parametert if, for every polynomial
p, f(t) is smaller than1/|p(t)| for large enought; otherwise, it isnon-negligible. The
security of our OCBE protocols is based on two standard assumptions in cryptography
and the random oracle model.

– Discrete Logarithm (DL) Assumption. The DL problem is the following: Given a
finite cyclic groupG, a generatorg ∈ G, and a group elementy, computelogg y.
The DL assumption is that there exists no polynomial-time algorithm that can solve
the DL problem with non-negligible probability.

– Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Assumption. The CDH problem is the fol-
lowing: Given a finite cyclic groupG, a generatorg ∈ G, and group elements
ga, gb, computegab. The CDH assumption is that there exists no polynomial-time
algorithm that can solve the CDH problem with non-negligible probability.

– Random Oracle Model. The random oracle model is an idealized security model
introduced by Bellare and Rogaway [2] to analyze the security of certain natural
cryptographic constructions. Roughly speaking, a random oracle is a functionH:
X → Y chosen uniformly at random from the set of all functions{h : X → Y }
(we assumeY is a finite set). An algorithm can query the random oracle at any
point x ∈ X and receive the valueH(x) in response. Random oracles are used to
model cryptographic hash functions such as SHA-1.

4.2 Security Definitions

Let anadversarybe a probabilistic interactive Turing Machine [27]. An OCBE scheme
must satisfy the following three properties. It must be sound, oblivious, and semanti-
cally secure against the receiver.

1 The main effect of having both the sender and the receiver to affect the predicate is that in
the security definitions both an adversarial sender and an adversarial receiver can choose the
predicate they want to attack on.



Sound An OCBE scheme issound if in the case thatPred(a) is true, the receiver
can output the messageM with overwhelming probability, i.e., the probability that the
receiver cannot outputM is negligible.

Oblivious An OCBE scheme isoblivious if the sender learns nothing abouta, i.e.,
no adversaryA has a non-negligible advantage against the challenger in the game de-
scribed in Figure 1 where the challenger emulatesCA and the receiver, and the adver-
sary emulates the sender. In other words, an OCBE scheme isoblivious if for every
probabilistic interactive Turing MachineA, |Pr[A wins the game in Figure 1] − 1

2 | ≤
f(t), wheref is a negligible function int.

Challenger Adversary (sender)

1. runs CA-setup phase.
2. Params,V,P -

3. picksa1, a2 ∈ V.
4. a1, a2�

5. choosesb ∈ {1, 2},
setsa = ab,
c = commitParams(a, r).

6. c -
7. choosesPred ∈ P,

andM ∈ {0, 1}∗.
8. Pred�

emulate the sender emulate the receiver
10. interaction -�

11.b′�

Adversary wins the game ifb = b′.

Fig. 1.The attacker game for OCBE’s oblivious property. We allow the adversary to pick a pred-
icatePred and two attribute valuesa1, a2 of her choice; yet the adversary still should not be able
to distinguish a receiver with attributea1 from one with attributea2.

Secure against the receiverAn OCBE scheme issecure against the receiverif the
receiver learns nothing aboutM whenPred(a) is false, i.e., no adversaryA has a non-
negligible advantage against the challenger in the game described in Figure 2 where the
challenger emulatesCA and the sender, and the adversary emulates the receiver.

We now argue that OCBE is an adequate solution to the two-party SFE problem in
Problem 1, by showing intuitively that the security properties defined for OCBE suf-
fice to prove that the scheme protects the privacy of the participants in the malicious
model [25]. Observe that our definitions allow arbitrary adversaries, rather than just
those following the protocol (semi-honest adversaries). The oblivious property guaran-
tees that the sender’s view of any protocol run can be simulated using just the sender’s
input, because one can simulate a protocol run between the sender and receiver, and
no polynomially bounded sender can figure out the receiver’s input. Soundness and se-
curity against the receiver guarantee that the receiver’s view can be simulated using



Challenger Adversary (receiver)

1. runs CA-setup phase.
2. Params,V,P -

3. picksa ∈ V.
4. a�

5. c = commitParams(a, r).
6. c, r -

7. choosesPred ∈ P,
s.t.,Pred(a) = false, and
equal-lengthM1, M2 ∈ {0, 1}∗.

8. Pred, M1, M2�
9. choosesb ∈ {1, 2},

setsM = Mb.

emulate the sender emulate the receiver
10. interaction -�

11.b′�

Adversary wins the game ifb = b′.

Fig. 2. The attacker game for OCBE’s security property against the receiver. Even if we give the
adversary the power to pick two equal-length messagesM1 andM2 of her choice, she still cannot
distinguish an envelope containingM1 from one containingM2. This formalizes the intuitive
notion that the envelope leaks no information about its content.

just the receiver’s input and output. If the receiver’s committed valuea satisfiesPred,
then the messageM is in the output, one can therefore simulates the senderS. If the
receiver’s committed valuea does not satisfyPred, one can simulate the sender with a
arbitrary messageM ′ and no polynomially bounded receiver can tell the difference.

The security properties defined for OCBE guarantee also the correctness [25] of
the OCBE protocol against malicious receivers. Our security definitions do not cover
the correctness of the protocol against malicious senders, i.e., if the receiver’s value
does not satisfy the predicate, a malicious sender may trick the receiver to output the
messageM which violates the correctness of the protocol2. However, this malicious
behavior does not make sense in the applications. If a malicious sender does not want
to send the messageM , she can choose not to participate in the protocol; on the other
hand, if a malicious sender wants the receiver to seeM without satisfying her policy;
she can choose to sendM directly rather than participating in the protocol.

We assume that the interaction phase of the OCBE scheme is executed on top of
a previously established private communication channel between the sender and the
receiver. Recall that the certificate holder establishes an SSL channel with the service
provider using OACerts described in Section 3.

5 The Pedersen Commitment Scheme

We now review the Pedersen commitment scheme [38], which will be used in the OCBE
protocols.

2 In such case, the views of the sender and receiver cannot be simulated in the ideal model.



Definition 2 (The Pedersen Commitment Scheme).

Setup A trusted third partyT chooses two large prime numbersp andq such thatq
dividesp − 1. It is typical to havep be 1024 bits andq be 160 bits. Letg be a
generator ofGq, the unique order-q subgroup ofZ∗

p. We usex ← Zq to denote
that x is uniformly randomly chosen fromZq. T picks x ← Zq and computes
h = (gx mod p). T keeps the valuex secret and makes the valuesp, q, g, h public.

Commit The domain of the committed values isZq. For a partyA to commit an value
a ∈ Zq, A choosesr ← Zq and computes the commitmentc = (gahr mod p).

Open To open a commitmentc, A revealsa and r, and a verifier verifies whether
c = (gahr mod p).

The above setting is slightly different from the standard setting of commitment
schemes, in which the verifier runs the setup program and does a zero-knowledge proof
to convinceA that the parameters are constructed properly. We use a trusted third party
to generate the parameters, because this is done by a trustedCA in the OACerts scheme.

The Pedersen commitment scheme isunconditionally hiding: Even with unlimited
computational power it is impossible for an adversary to learn any information about
the valuea from c, because the commitments of any two numbers inZq have exactly the
same distribution. This commitment scheme iscomputationally binding: Under the DL
assumption, it is computationally infeasible for an adversarial committer to open a value
a′ other thana in the open phase of the commitment scheme. Suppose an adversary
findsa′ (other thana) andr′ such thatga′hr′ ≡ gahr(mod p), then she can compute
a′−a
r−r′ mod q, which islogg(h), the discrete logarithm ofh with respect to the baseg.

6 OCBE Protocols

In this section, we present two OCBE protocols using the Pedersen commitment
scheme, one for equality predicates, the other for greater-than-or-equal-to predicates.
We then sketch how to construct OCBE protocols for other comparison predicates. All
arithmetic in this section is assumed to bemod p unless otherwise specified.

6.1 EQ-OCBE: an OCBE protocol for equality predicates

Our EQ-OCBE protocol runs a Diffie-Hellman style key-agreement protocol [17] with
the twist that the receiver can compute the shared secret if and only if the receiver’s
committed valuea is equal toa0.

Protocol 1 (EQ-OCBE) Let E be a semantically secure symmetric encryption scheme
with keyspace{0, 1}s. Let H : Gq → {0, 1}s be a cryptographic hash function that
extracts a key forE from an element in the groupGq, the order-q subgroup ofZ∗

p.
EQ-OCBE involves a senderS, a receiverR, and a trustCA.

CA-Setup CA takes a security parametert and runs the setup algorithm of the Pedersen
commitment scheme to createParams = 〈p, q, g, h〉. CA also outputsV = Zq and
P = {EQa0 | a0 ∈ V}, whereEQa0 : V → {true, false} is a predicate such that
EQa0(a) is true if a = a0 andfalse if a 6= a0.



CA-Commit R chooses an integera ∈ V and sends toCA. CA picks r ← Zq and
computes the commitmentc = gahr. CA givesc andr to R, andc to S.

Initialization S chooses a messageM ∈ {0, 1}∗. S and R agree on a predicate
EQa0 ∈ P. Now S hasEQa0 , c, andM . R hasEQa0 , c, a, andr.

Interaction S picksy ← Z∗
q , computesσ = (cg−a0)y, and then sends toR the pair

〈η = hy, C = EH(σ)[M ]〉.
Open R receives〈η, C〉 from the interaction phase. IfEQa0(a) is true, R computes

σ′ = ηr, and decryptsC usingH(σ′).

To see that EQ-OCBE is sound, observe that whenEQa0(a) is true,

σ = (cg−a0)y = (gahrg−a0)y = (ga−a0hr)y = (hr)y = (hy)r = ηr = σ′.

Therefore the sender and receiver share the same symmetric key.
Also observe that the interaction phase of the EQ-OCBE protocol is one-round; it

involves only one message from the sender to the receiver. In the interaction and open
phases, the sender does two exponentiations and the receiver does one exponentiation.

The key idea of EQ-OCBE is that if the receiver’s committed valuea is equal toa0,
the sender can computecg−a0 = ga−a0hr = hr. The sender now holdshr such that
the receiver knows the valuer. This achieves half of the Diffie-Hellman key-agreement
protocol [17], withh as the base. The sender then does the other half by sendinghy to
the receiver. Thus both the sender and receiver can computeσ = (cg−a0)y = hry. If
the receiver’s committed valuea is not equal toa0, then it is presumably hard for him
to computeσ = (cg−a0)y from hy andcg−a0 . The receiver cannot effectively compute
logh(cg−a0), because if the receiver is able to find a numberr′ = logh(cg−a0), he can
break the binding property of the commitment scheme, i.e., he finds a(a0, r

′) pair such
thatga0hr′ = gahr.

Theorem 1. EQ-OCBE is oblivious.

Proof. The interaction phase involves only one message from the sender to the receiver.
Among what the sender sees, the only piece of information that is related to the re-
ceiver’s attribute valuea is the commitmentc. As the Pedersen commitment scheme
is unconditionally hiding;c does not leakany information abouta. Thus EQ-OCBE is
oblivious even against an infinitely powerful adversary.

Theorem 2. Under the CDH assumption onGq, the order-q subgroup ofZ∗
p, and when

H is modeled as a random oracle, EQ-OCBE is secure against the receiver.

Proof. EQ-OCBE uses a semantically secure symmetric encryption algorithm. When
H is modeled as a random oracle, EQ-OCBE is secure against the receiver when no
receiver whose committed value is not equal toa0 can compute with non-negligible
probabilityσ = (cg−a0)y, the secret that the sender uses to derive the encryption key.
More precisely, EQ-OCBE is secure against the receiver if no polynomial-time adver-
sary wins the following game against the challenger with non-negligible probability
(this game is instantiated from the game in Figure 2 with details from the EQ-OCBE
protocol): The challenger runs the setup phase and sendsParams = 〈p, q, g, h〉 and the



descriptions ofV andP to the adversary. The adversary picks an integera ∈ V. The
challenger choosesr ← Zq and computes the commitment ofa asc = gahr, and gives
r andc to the adversary. The adversary responds with an equality predicateEQa0 such
thatEQa0(a) is false. The challenger then picksy ← Z∗

q and sends to the adversaryhy.
The adversary then outputsσ, and the adversary wins the game ifσ = (cg−a0)y.

Given an attackerA that wins the above game with probabilityε, we construct
another attackerB that solves the CDH problem inGq with the same probability.B
does the following:

1. B, when givenp, q, h ∈ Gq, h
x, hy, givesParams = 〈p, q, hx, h〉 and the descrip-

tions ofV = Zq andP = {EQa0 | a0 ∈ V} toA. Let g denotehx.
2. B receives an integera ∈ Zq fromA, picksr ← Zq, computesc = (hx)ahr, and

sendsr andc toA.
3. B receives an equality predicateEQa0 fromA wherea 6= a0, and sendshy toA.
4. B receivesσ fromA, computesδ = σh−ry, and outputsδ(a−a0)

−1 mod q.
WhenA wins the game,σ = (cg−a0)y = (ga−a0hr)y = (gy)a−a0hry, thenδ =
σh−ry = (gy)a−a0 = (hxy)a−a0 . B outputsδ(a−a0)

−1 mod q = hxy.

B succeeds in solving the CDH problem ifAwins the above game, i.e., successfully
computes(cg−a0)y.

6.2 GE-OCBE: an OCBE protocol for greater-than-or-equal-to predicates

In this section, we present an OCBE protocol (GE-OCBE) for the Pedersen commit-
ment scheme with greater-than-or-equal-to predicates. The basic idea of the GE-OCBE
protocol is as follows. Let̀ be an integer such that2` < q/2. Let a anda0 be two
numbers in[0..2` − 1], and letd = ((a− a0) mod q). Let c = gahr be a commitment
of a wherer is known to the receiver, thencg−a0 = ga−a0hr = gdhr is a commitment
of d that the receiver knows how to open. Notice that ifa ≥ a0 thend ∈ [0..2` − 1],
otherwised 6∈ [0..2` − 1].

If a ≥ a0, the receiver generates` new commitmentsc0, . . . , c`−1, one for each
of the ` bits of d. The sender picks a random encryption keyk and split it into` se-
cretsk0, . . . , k`−1. Then the sender and receiver run a “bit-OCBE” protocol for each
commitment, i.e., ifci is a bit-commitment, the receiver obtainski, otherwise he gets
nothing, while the sender learns nothing about the value committed underci.

Protocol 2 (GE-OCBE) Let E be a semantically secure symmetric encryption scheme
with keyspace{0, 1}s. Let H : Gq → {0, 1}s andH ′ : {0, 1}s` → {0, 1}s be two
cryptographic hash functions. Our GE-OCBE protocol involves a senderS, a receiver
R, and a trustCA.

CA-Setup CA takes two parameters, a security parametert and a parameter̀(which
specifies the desired range of the attribute values).CA runs the setup algorithm of
the Pedersen commitment scheme to createParams = 〈p, q, g, h〉 such that2` <
q/2. CA also outputsV = [0..2`−1] andP = {GEa0 | a0 ∈ V}, whereGEa0: V →
{true, false} is a predicate such thatGEa0(a) is true if a ≥ a0 andfalse otherwise.



CA-Commit R chooses an integera ∈ V and sends toCA. CA picks r ← Zq and
computes the commitmentc = gahr. CA givesc andr to R, andc to S.

Initialization S chooses a messageM ∈ {0, 1}∗. S andR agree on a predicateGEa0 ∈
P. Now S hasGEa0 , c, andM . R hasGEa0 , c, a, andr.

Interaction Let d = ((a− a0) mod q), GEa0(a) = true if and only if d ∈ [0..2` − 1].
Note thatcg−a0 = gdhr is a commitment ofd thatR can open.

1. R picks r1, . . . , r`−1 ← Zq and setsr0 = r −
∑`−1

i=1 2iri mod q. When
GEa0(a) = true, let d`−1 . . . d1d0 be the binary representation ofd, i.e.,d =
d020 + d121 + · · · + d`−12`−1. WhenGEa0(a) = false, R randomly picks
d1, d2, . . . , d`−1 ← {0, 1}, and setsd0 = d−

∑`−1
i=1 2idi mod q. R computes,

for 0 ≤ i ≤ ` − 1, the commitmentci = commit(di, ri) = gdihri . R sends
c0, . . . , c`−1 to S.

2. S verifies thatcg−a0 =
∏`−1

i=0(ci)2
i

. S randomly chooses̀ symmetric keys
k0, . . . , k`−1 ∈ {0, 1}t and setsk = H ′(k0|| · · · ||k`−1). S picks y ← Z∗

q ,
computesη = hy andC = Ek[M ]. For each0 ≤ i ≤ ` − 1, S computes
σ0

i = (ci)y, σ1
i = (cig

−1)y, C0
i = H(σ0

i ) ⊕ ki, andC1
i = H(σ0

i ) ⊕ ki. S
sends toR the tuple〈η, C0

0 , C1
0 , . . . , C0

`−1, C
1
`−1, C〉.

Open R receives 〈η, C0
0 , C1

0 , . . . , C0
`−1, C

1
`−1, C〉 from the interaction phase. If

GEa0(a) is true, d =
∑`−1

i=0 2idi wheredi ∈ {0, 1}. For each0 ≤ i ≤ ` − 1,
R computesσ′i = ηri , and obtainsk′i = H(σ′i) ⊕ Cdi

i . R then computes
k′ = H ′(k′0|| · · · ||k′`−1), and decryptsC usingk′.

To see that the GE-OCBE protocol is sound, observe that whenGEa0(a) is true,
d0, . . . , d`−1 are either 0 or 1. If the receiver follows the protocol, the sender will suc-
ceed in verifying

∏`−1
i=0(ci)2

i

=
∏`−1

i=0(gdihri)2
i

= gdhr = cg−a0 . For each0 ≤ i ≤
` − 1, if di = 0, σ0

i = (ci)y = (gdihri)y = (hy)ri = ηri = σ′i, the receiver can com-
puteki = C0

i ⊕H(σ′i); if di = 1, σ1
i = (cig

−1)y = (gdi−1hri)y = (hy)ri = ηri = σ′i,
the receiver can computeki = C1

i ⊕ H(σ′i). As k = H ′(k0|| · · · ||k`−1), the receiver
can successfully obtaink. Thus the sender and receiver share the same symmetric key
k if GEa0(a) is true.

The interaction phase of the GE-OCBE protocol is two rounds. The receiver does
about2` exponentiations. The sender does about` exponentiations (observe thatσ1

i can
be computed asσ0

i g−y, whereg−y needs to be computed only once).
We briefly sketch the idea why the receiver cannot obtainM if GEa0(a) is false.

If the receiver follows the protocol, thend1, . . . , d`−1 ∈ {0, 1} andd0 6∈ {0, 1}. The
receiver can successfully computek1, . . . , k`−1, but fails to computek0 because he can
compute neitherσ0

0 = (c0)y = (gd0hr)y nor σ1
0 = (c0g

−1)y = (gd0−1hr)y. Even if
the receiver does not follow the protocol, it is impossible for him to findd0, . . . , d`−1 ∈
{0, 1} andr0, . . . , r`−1 such thatcg−a0 =

∏`−1
i=0(ci)2

i

andci = gdihri . Suppose the
receiver finds suchd0, . . . , d`−1 ∈ {0, 1} and r0, . . . , r`−1; let d′ =

∑`−1
i=0 di2i ∈

[0..2` − 1] andr′ =
∑`−1

i=0 ri2i (mod q), then

ga−a0hr = cg−a0 =
∏`−1

i=0(ci)2
i

=
∏`−1

i=0(gdihri)2
i

= g
P`−1

i=0 di2
i

h
P`−1

i=0 ri2
i

= gd′hr′ .



As a − a0 6∈ [0..2` − 1] andd′ ∈ [0..2` − 1], d′ 6= a − a0, the receiver is able to find
a− a0, r, d′, andr′ such thatga−a0hr = gd′hr′ , which breaks the binding property of
the Pedersen commitment scheme.

Theorem 3. GE-OCBE is oblivious.

Proof. Consider the game for the oblivious property of OCBE (in Figure 1), let us ex-
amine what an adversary would see in the case of GE-OCBE. The adversary sees a com-
mitmentc and` commitmentsc0, . . . , c`−1 such thatcg−a0 =

∏`−1
i=0(ci)2

i

. The joint
distribution ofc, c0, . . . , c`−1 is independent of whether the challenger pickeda0 or a1,
asc, c1, . . . , c`−1 are totally random (because of the random choices ofr, r1, . . . , r`−1),
andc0 is always equal tocg−a0

∏`−1
i=1(ci)−2i

. GE-OCBE is oblivious even against an
infinitely powerful adversary.

Theorem 4. Under the CDH assumption onGq, the order-q subgroup ofZ∗
p, and when

H andH ′ are modeled as random oracles, GE-OCBE is secure against the receiver.

Proof. GE-OCBE uses a semantically secure symmetric encryption algorithm. When
H ′ is modeled as a random oracle, EQ-OCBE is secure against the receiver when
no receiver whose committed valuea does not satisfyGEa0 can compute with non-
negligible probabilityk0|| . . . ||k`−1, the secret that the sender uses to derive the en-
cryption keyk. In other words, ifGEa0(a) is false, we need to show that no receiver can
computek0, . . . , k`−1 with non-negligible probability. Recall that the receiver is given
C0

i = H(σ0
i )⊕ ki andC1

i = H(σ1
i )⊕ ki, whenH is also modeled as a random oracle,

the receiver has to know eitherσ0
i or σ1

i to recoverki.
GE-OCBE is secure against the receiver if no polynomial-time adversary wins the

following game against the challenger with non-negligible probability (this game is
instantiated from the game in Figure 2 with details from the GE-OCBE protocol): The
challenger runs the setup phase and sendsParams = 〈p, q, g, h〉 and the descriptions
of V andP to the adversary. The adversary picks an integera ∈ V. The challenger
choosesr ← Zq and computes the commitment ofa asc = gahr, and givesr andc to
the adversary. The adversary responds with a greater-than-or-equal-to predicateGEa0

such thatGEa0(a) is false. The adversary outputs̀commitmentsc0, . . . , c`−1 such that
cg−a0 =

∏`−1
i=0(ci)2

i

. The challenger then picksy ← Z∗
q and sends to the adversaryhy.

The adversary then outputsσ0, . . . , σ`−1 andd0, . . . , d`−1 ∈ {0, 1}, and the adversary
wins the game if each0 ≤ i ≤ `− 1, σi = (cig

−di)y holds.
Given an attackerA that wins the above game with probabilityε, we construct

another attackerB that solves the CDH problem inGq with the same probability.B
does the following:

1. B, when givenp, q, h ∈ Gq, h
x, hy, givesParams = 〈p, q, hx, h〉 and the descrip-

tions ofV = Zq andP = {GEa0 | a0 ∈ V} toA. Let g denotehx.
2. B receives an integera ∈ Zq fromA, picksr ← Zq, computesc = (hx)ahr, and

sendsr andc toA.
3. B receives a great-than-or-equal-to predicateGEa0 fromA wherea < a0. B com-

putesd = ((a− a0) mod q).



4. B receives̀ commitmentsc0, . . . , c`−1 wherecg−a0 =
∏`−1

i=0(ci)2
i

, and sendshy

toA.
5. B receivesσ0, . . . , σ`−1, andd0, . . . , d`−1 from A. B computesδ =

∏`−1
i=0(σi)2

i

andd′ =
∑`−1

i=0 di2i, and outputs(δh−ry)(d−d′)−1 mod q.
WhenA wins the game,σi = (cig

−di)y, then

δ =
∏`−1

i=0(σi)2
i

=
∏`−1

i=0((cig
−di)y)2

i

= (g−d′
∏`−1

i=0(ci)2
i

)y

= (g−d′cg−a0)y = (gd−d′hr)y = g(d−d′)yhry.

B outputs(δh−ry)(d−d′)−1 mod q = (g(d−d′)y)(d−d′)−1 mod q = gy = hxy.

B succeeds in solving the CDH problem ifA wins the above game, i.e., suc-
cessfully computes(c0g

−d0)y, . . . , (c`−1g
−d`−1)y, wherecg−a0 =

∏`−1
i=0(ci)2

i

, and
d0, . . . , d`−1 ∈ {0, 1}.

6.3 OCBE protocols for other predicates

In this section, we first present two logical combination OCBE protocols, one for
∧ (AND-OCBE), the other for∨ (OR-OCBE). Then we describe OCBE protocols
for comparison predicates:> (GT-OCBE),≤ (LE-OCBE), < (LT-OCBE), 6= (NE-
OCBE). Finally, we present an OCBE protocol for range predicates (RANGE-OCBE).
In stead of formally presenting these protocols, we briefly sketch the ideas. We use
OCBE(Pred, a,M) to denote an OCBE protocol with predicatePred and committed
valuea, the receiver outputsM if Pred(a) is true. Similar techniques have been used
before in [7, 32].

1. AND-OCBE: Suppose there exists OCBE protocols forPred1 andPred2, the goal
is to build an OCBE protocol for the new predicatePred = Pred1 ∧ Pred2. An
OCBE(Pred1 ∧ Pred2, a,M) can be constructed as follows: In the interaction
phase, the sender picks two random keysk1 andk2 and setsk = k1⊕k2. The sender
then runs the interaction phases ofOCBE(Pred1, a, k1) andOCBE(Pred2, a, k2)
with the receiver. Finally, the sender sendsEk[M ] to the receiver. The receiver can
recoverM in the open phase only if bothPred1(a) andPred2(a) are true.

2. OR-OCBE: An OCBE(Pred1 ∨ Pred2,M) can be constructed as follows: In the
interaction phase, the sender picks a random keyk. The sender then runs the inter-
action phases ofOCBE(Pred1, a, k) andOCBE(Pred2, a, k) with the receiver.
Finally, the sender sendsEk[M ] to the receiver. The receiver can recoverM in the
open phase if eitherPred1(a) or Pred2(a) is true.

3. GT-OCBE: For integer space,a > a0 is equivalent toa ≥ a0 +1. An OCBE(>a0

, a,M) protocol is equivalent to anOCBE(≥a0+1, a,M) protocol.
4. LE-OCBE : The idea of LE-OCBE protocol is similar to the GE-OCBE protocol.

Observe thata ≤ a0 if and only ifd = ((a0−a) mod q) ∈ [0..2`−1]. Letc = gahr

be a commitment ofa, thenga0c−1 = g(a0−a) mod qh−r mod q is a commitment of
d such that the receiver knows how to open. The LE-OCBE protocol uses the same
method as in GE-OCBE.

5. LT-OCBE : For integer space,a < a0 is equivalent toa ≤ a0−1. An OCBE(<a0

, a,M) protocol is equivalent to anOCBE(≤a0−1, a,M) protocol.



6. NE-OCBE: a 6= a0 is equivalent to(a > a0) ∨ (a < a0). Therefore, an
OCBE(6=a0 , a,M) can be built asOCBE(>a0 ∨ <a0 , a,M).

7. RANGE-OCBE: a0 ≤ a ≤ a1 is equivalent to(a ≥ a0) ∧ (a ≤ a1). Therefore, a
RANGE-OCBE can be built asOCBE(≥a0 ∧ ≤a1 , a,M).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed OACerts, an attribute certificate scheme that enables oblivi-
ous access control. We introduced the notion of OCBE, and developed provably secure
and efficient OCBE protocols for the Pedersen commitment scheme and predicates such
as=,≥,≤, >, <, 6= as well as logical combinations of them. Future work includes de-
veloping efficient OCBE protocols for predicates other than comparison predicates.
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A Implementation and Performance

We have implemented a toolkit that generates X.509 certificates [29] that are also OAC-
erts using Java v1.4.2 SDK and JCSI PKI Server Library [30]. In our implementation,
both the parameters of the Pedersen commitment scheme and commitments of certifi-
cate holder’s attributes are encoded in the X.509v3 extension fields. Recall that the
parameters of the Pedersen commitment scheme are〈p, q, g, h〉; they are large integer
numbers. The commitments can also be viewed as large integers. We convert each of
these integers into an octet string and bind it with an unique object identifier (OID) [29],
and place them (octet string and OID) in the extension fields as a non-critical exten-
sion. Note that attribute name is not encoded in the certificate. The CA can publish
a list of attribute names and their corresponding OID, so that service providers know
which commitment corresponds to which attribute. Our OACerts can be recognized by
OpenSSL.

We also implemented the OCBE protocols and zero-knowledge proof protocols [12,
16, 13, 36] in Java with Java 2 Platform v1.4.2 SDK. We use the Pedersen commitment
scheme with security parametersp = 1024 bits andq = 160 bits. Thus the size of a
commitment is 1024 bits, or 128 bytes. We set the attribute values in OACerts to be
either unsigned short or unsigned long, i.e.,` = 16 or ` = 32. In the implementation
of the OCBE protocols, we use MD5 as the cryptographic hash function, AES as the
symmetric key encryption scheme. Given an arbitrary size message, MD5 outputs a
128-bit message digest. In our setting,M is typically a 16-byte symmetric key, the size



of E [M ] is also 16 bytes using AES in ECB mode. In EQ-OCBE,η is 128 bytes (1024
bits) andC is 16 bytes, the total size of communication is 144 bytes.

We ran our implementation on a 2.53GMz Intel Pentium 4 machine with 384MB
RAM running RedHat Linux 9.0. We simulate the certificate holder and service provider
on the same machine. Withp of size 1024 bits andq of size 160 bits in the Pedersen
commitment scheme, and` = 32, the performance of two zero-knowledge proof proto-
cols and two OCBE protocols is summarized in Table 1. We compare the performance
of GE-ZK and GE-OCBE on different attribute sizes in Table 2,` = 32 is roughly
two-times expensive as̀= 16.

Observe that GE-OCBE is more efficient than the zero-knowledge protocol [36, 18]
for proving the≥ relation; it improves the performance approximately by a factor of2.
The range proof technique developed by Boudot [5] has constant-size proof, which is
more efficient than the protocol in [36, 18] when the ranges are very large (e.g., on the
order of2200); however, it is less efficient when the range is not that large.

execution timecommunication size
Zero-knowledge proof thata = a0 28 ms 168 bytes
Zero-knowledge proof thata ≥ a0 2.2 s 15 KB
EQ-OCBE 75 ms 144 bytes
GE-OCBE 0.9 s 5.1 KB

Table 1.Running time and size of communication on a 2.53GMz Intel Pentium 4 running RedHat
Linux. Security parameters are` = 32, p = 1024 bits, andq = 160 bits.

ZK Proofa ≥ a0 GE-OCBE
time size time size

` = 16 1.1 s 7.5 KB 0.5 s2.6 KB
` = 32 2.2 s 15 KB 0.9 s5.1 KB

Table 2. Compare running time and size of communication on two different`, on a 2.53GMz
Intel Pentium 4 running RedHat Linux. Security parameters arep = 1024 bits, andq = 160 bits.
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